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111111 "A stitch in time saves nine" is an old adage that-could easily have

/been writtert for workers (nvolved in the use of ropes, chains, and slings

Each of these devices is used in the lifting of heavy loads; to use*the de-

vices safely each of them needs to be inspected thoroughly and frequently.

Such inspections are the key to personnel safety and to prolonging t1ie life

of the rope, chain,*or sling.

.)
INTRODUCTION

Before a load is lifted, many factors should be considered.' If a rope

is to be used in the hoist, should it be of natural or synthetic fiber?

Would a chain be-.more appropriate? What type of chain is best? If a sling

is needed, should it bye made of rtpe, chain-, metal mesh, or synthetic mesh?

Once the 'correct device is seletted, there are other procedures to, be

carried out. Inspecting the ropes, chains, or slings daily, before use, is .

imperative, since many conditions affect their strength and *afety. These

conditions vary according to the device used, and workers usiQ ropes, chains,

or slings.must bd aware of what these conditons are.

This module deals with many of the factors involved in...tile use of'ropes,

chdinS, and slings. The types or rope in/use:factors which cause their

deterioration, and practices or conditions to be avoided iris their use-are _

discussed. Synthetic mesh and,meial mesh slings are compared, as are the four

types of metal chains. .Since reguldr, careful inspection is essential to the

safe use of chaint, ropes, and slings, inspection procedures are discussed,

-Safe working practices are outlined, as well as storage and handling tech- .

niquesi: Safety factors are menitoned,rand sore detcription of sling attach-

ments is given. With the-identifica4ion of sev'en hazards associated with the

use of slings in materialt Wandling, the reader is introduced to the safety
.

procedures necessary in the use of rippes, challis, and slings: '4

4
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OBJECTIVES .

Upon completion of this Module', the tudept should be able to:
Ak ,

1. Identify seven hazards associated with thel,use of slings in materials
A

handling. (Page 5)

2. List four regulations and thirteen safety procedures that .relate to

'i-igging,equipmentand-handling. (One 8)

3. Describe the two natural and five synthetic ber ropes Fornmonly used.

(Page 10) ,
<

4. Describe coiling damage, mechanical and chemical injury, and biological .

Asmage related to fiber ropes.- (Page'14)

5, List eleven items to be.corisi -dered when inspecting a fiber rope,

(Page 17) :

:)6. Dilscuss four advantages of using_wire ropes. (Page 18)

7. List and define eight causes of.wire rope deterioration. (Page 20)

'8. State seven items to be examined when conductl4g a wire rope inspection.'

,('Page 21)

- 9. Compare the use of wire rope, natural and synthetic fiber', and synthetic

webbing for rope slings. (Page 25)

10. Describe the hook and ring method and the swaged sleeve method of sling

attachment,_ and define, safe load limits for slings. (Pagl 27) °

11. State the proper inspection intervals for rope slings and briefly de-

scribe'points that should be checked. (Page 30)

12. Discuss and differentiate between the four'types of metal chains.

(Page 32) .-

13. Describe five points of inspectipn that should be carried out daily on

chains.' (Page 33)

la.'- Outline severr safe working pradtpces to follow when using chains and

chain slings. (Page 35)

15. Describe the inspection, testing, repairing and attachment mechanisms

for alloy steel chains. (Page 36)

16. Describe storage procedures and identification methods for steel alloy

chains.' (Page 38)

17. Identify the advantages and disadvantages of metal-and nylon mesh slings.

(Page 40)

Page 2/SH-14
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18. Nallie four safe work practices using Metal and nylon mesh slings.
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SUBJECT MATTER
.

OBJECTIVE 1: 'identify seven hazards associated With.

the use of slings to materials handling.

c

A sling is an assembly that cradles a'loadand allows it to be }ifted by

mechanical means. The sling may consist of ropes,
/allows

metal mesh, or

synthetic mesh (webbing).* The way these materials'are attached to the load. /

and then to the lifting device is called rigging. Since rigging is frequently

used to support large and cumbersome' loads, there are many dangers involved

In its use.

Figure 1. When center of gravity is not
directly below the hook, the load will
.shift until center of gravity is beloti
the hook. This could cause the load to

swing out of control.

I
One of the orimaky

causes of accidePts

rigging is load shift-

ing. This frequently

happens whet the load

is unb'al'anced Ito begin-

with. As the'load is

raised, it-can crefte

an improper, ifting

angle. on the sling and

cause the load'to shift,_

as shown Figure.l.

Such e situation will

create an-dndue Strain

on the This

strain could cause the

load either to swing through the air out of control, or to fall. The C'onse-
)

qUences.of either of these two accidents could be ,very serious. A.falli.ng l odd

could strike personnel, causing injury or death,for it cdtId hit other Materi-4..

al- that, in turn, could cause inury. Similarly, a load swinging out,of con-

-trol could strike a worker, causing an impact injury or a fall; or. it could

hit othermaterial and cause. them to fall onto a worker or workers.

Accidents are also taused by the dangerous practice of placing hands or

fingers between a sling and a load while the sling is being:tightened around.'

the load: Wtlen the point of contact is at a corner where the sling comes

1,0

\

7
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around the load.:,,it.could cut a hand or finger fltwilf4 AlthougO'ii is a sit-
r

sit-

uation that presents obvious danger; placing bands- and fingers between slings

and loads continues to cause accidents in rigging.

Pulling a sling from under a load when the load is rioting on the sling

creates great potential 'for accidents. (See Figure 2.) Because of the in-

tense force required to pull the

sling out from under the load, when

the sling finally becomes free, it

can snap violently in a counter.di-

rection with enough force to kill

or, at least,to injure lomeone badly,

Loads with sharp edges present

sp.ecial problems rigging. The

sharp edge can somet,imes cut right

through a seemingly strong rope or

sling and &sop the load at random

onto the floor below. The problem

may be avoided by padding the.00r-

ners, as shown in Fi"ure 3, but rig-

gers in a hurry sometimes fail to do

this.

Figure 2. The danger of pulling a
sling from under a load resting-on

the sling.

CORNER
PADOING

Aiii? W:1114,

;;2MRRRWIP99MEARERF:

Figure 3. Loads with sharp
edges nee 41 corner padding.

Page 6/SH-14

Poorly designed slings, or sling

that are.attached insecurely, can also

cause accidents. When a load that
.-

is not securely rigged is lifted,

it may slip through the rigging and

fall. If it does not fall, it may

create an .improper lifting angle, with

all the dangers inherent in that sit-

uatiln.

weather conditions also con-

tribute to Accidents. When visibility

is impaired by snow, fog, or rain,

rigg activities should to carefully
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supervised, and in some, cases stopped. Dust and darkness also create poor

visibility. Wind is especially troublesome around rigging operations. Winds

beyond 25 to 30 mph can.move'a load `dangerously about in the air, sometimes

caus.inag itto shift. In other words, when environmental conditiops merit,
4

rigging operations should be stopped.

It would seem that the gr4atest danger in rigging operations would be a

falling,load. This is not true.4 The most repeated ,killer of riggers and

persons handling loads is electrocution. When the boom, the load line, or /

'even the load of,a crane' contacts an electric power aline, elattrocution.is

al st certain. This is why any crane working within a boom's length of a

po line should have a competent signalman (see rigure 4) stationed in clear

OD

view of the operator to issue a warn-

ing when any.part of the machine or

its load is approaching beyond a safe

distance -from a power line.

o
On, windy days, power lines with

long spans between supports are espe-,

-' cial3y dangerous. One moment they

could be at a safe distance, and the

,next moment they_could blow right in-

to the boom or the load line. Because

they pose such a great potential for

sudden, certain death, power lines
Figure 4. The greatest danger in rig- .

ging operations is electrocution. ' demand special attention when they

are anywhere near rigging operations.

I
(Fill in the blank.)

ACTIVITY .1:*

1. a. One of the primary causes of accidents in rigging
is

L

b. If an unbalanced load is lifted, it can create an
improper on the sling.

*Answers to Activities appear on page 44.

N
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c. The strain on the sling could cause the l

It,

pd ,

o,either to '

.

2.

t.

List six other hazards associated v(ith the use Of "
I

slihg..
.

4

OBJECTIVE'2: . List fOur regulations and 13 safety

procedures,that relate to rigging equipmept and

handling.

In an attempt to minimize accidents., OSHA. guidelines have been written

' that establish common sense, procedures relating to rigging equipment.

Rigging equipment for materials handling should be inspected at the
beginning of each shift prior to use, and as oftln as necessary
during use to ensure its safe condition.

Rigging equipment should not be loaded in excess of its recommended
safe working load. -

Rigging equipmedt4 when not In use, should be removed from the im-
mediate work area s that it will not present a haz5rd to workers. .

Special custom des n lifting' accessories (grabs, hooks, clamps,
and so on) for mo lar-panels, prefabricated structures and similar
materials, should be.marked to indicate safe working loads. -Such
accessories.should also be proof-tested to use up to 125 percent of,
their rated load.

*
ir

,Other guidelines spell out manufacturing requirements, load limitation

requirements, use requirements, and ihpection requirements for alloy steel

chains,'wire ropes, and natural and synthetic fiber ropes. Of more direct
4 A

concern to the worker are a number of safety procedures that should be'followed

when dealing with loads and- rigging equipmerAr Some ,of these prOcedures are

listed below.

Page 8/SH-14
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Never exceed the safe working load of lines, attachments, or equip- -
ment, and be sure to add the weight of these items when figuring
the true weight of the load because_ the hoisting equipment 's a
part of the load.

Avoid lifting-loads that are not plumb and balanced.

Avoid situations that will cause a suspended load to swing .in .

the air.

always use a-signalman when working near-electric power lines.

Store all ropes and slings in proper places safe from'moisture,
acids, or other materials that could cause mechanical damage.

'Inspect all ropes and slings at regular intervals, daily
service conditions require .1t)and keep a writ en record of
such inspections.

Rig a load so that no part of it can be dislodged,in lift-111g.
I

4 USe tag lines to secure cumbersome loadS that may*be.subject
to swinging-.

,

WA

Safely land and block all loads before unhooking ropes or Slings.
A

iNever ride on\a load,tha!_is being lifted.
.

Nkver use bolts-or. makeshift devices to repair chains or s.lings,

Avoid impact loading; do not suddenly jerk.the slack out of a
line, but lift gradually until ,thesl,p,ck is, taken up.

Beware of ropes, slings, and attachments without markings or .

identifying tags; they. are probably unsafe.

A¢TIVITY 2:

1. a: When should rigging equipment, be inspected?

When rig ing equipment is not in use, whai, should
it be re ved from the immediate .work area?.

c. Spetial lifting accessories have two safety requir.
meets. What are they?

(1) 1.4

(2) )
.

2. _List s of tfie safety procedures which-should be

f'ollowed when dealng with loads and rigging.

a.
-be

'a

4 SH-14/Page 9
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OBJECTIVE 3: Describe Abe two natura; and the five

synthetic c fir ropes' commonly used.

ti

To understand some of the factor's ` that must "be considered 'an the selec-

tion of rope for
.

riggi, ng, a knowledge of the palities of different 1-.1)05 is
. -

.. ).

essential. , a,- ...
-,,,- ,

, i 4

'NATURAL 'FIBER ROPES X.
\

.
. .

.

There are two basic natural ,fiber ropes: manila' and sisal. ,, There are
.- . . . I,

several grades of manila, but foe,hbisting purposes, only a rope of ,fi rst-

grade manila- fibers should be led. - High quality manila rope's are easy to

identify because they amivory to light'yellow' in color, they have a Waxy
,'

luster to them, and they feel firm but pliable.
, .14

A good maktla rcipe is usually marked- with .1, trade mark. Sometimes this
1 . ,

mark is simply a paper" ribbon (vith. a tr.ade rtarftv.on it twi'sted around the rone,
*

7
N

.. but some manufacturers place a colored strand of one Q r more,colored yars i

S -
... ,

..thrope. .A manila rope without a trade mark should not be use for hoist-
, , f.

ing. , . .

1 ,
r

. Sisal ropes, which cost less than millkila ropes, should not be used in
. I ,

n hoisting. Sisal rope is .easy to 4dentify because its -color varies from white.

\ .-,, to yellowish 'while, it lacks the glossy Took of pigh-grade manilas, and-it- is -

4

4

_ %tiff and harsh to the to uch. '

Page 10/SH-14
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. SYNTHETIC ROPES "
.

-.,

!
.

Of synthetic roes the strongest is nylon. Nylon rove has two and a
)

half times the breaking strength of
.

manila rope, and four times ifie working
4
4

'elasticity of manila.rope. Nylon ,rope is fairly, easy to distinguish from

other synthetio:ropes'because'of its chalkyWhite color, its smooth surface,

and its soft, pliant-feel. The strongest rope is a rope with a braided nylpn

sheath ov4r abraided nylon Core: These 2-in-1 braided'nyloh ropes come in'

\ ..

. .
:0

,ieveral varieties. -Those with nylon core/nylon cover have high SteengthAand '

.greater'elerlgition, those with polypropylene core/nylonlcover.have loWer

..3ir)ngth and more stretch, and .those with .polypropylene core/polyester cover ---
, . .

, .

'have very low stretch and high strength. Where the highest possible 4rength

is required,' nylon br.aided ropes should be used.
, .i.....

SynthetiC ropes made qf i:lliester are heavier thah nylon ropes of the

same. size, but they are not o5 strong. Because they have a tendency to

stretch,- polyester ropes need a "breaking -in" period, Although polyester
, .

ropes look' veey.much.like nylon r'opes, the lack of elastic feeling that nylon

ropes have identifies them.

Other synthetic ropes are made of ptlypropylene: This syntheti rope

.will float in water', but its light weight makes it less strong than *nylon or

4Ae polyesters Polyprqpylene rope can be used in situations where manila rope'

not be strong enougfi for the job but where the extra strength of nylon

or polyester is not required. Po lypeopylene ropes are easy to identify be-

cause.theyecoMe in bright reds, .greens,.blUes, as well as several other colors,
'11

and they are somewhat slippery.

The lowest ih strength of all synthetic ropes is polyethylene,. It is
, At gill

- about half as strong as nylon, but still 15% stronger than manila. These

ropes Wave specialty uses because they are resistant to both acids and alka-

lis, to alcohol, and to bleaching solutions. Polyethylene ropes are easy to

identify because they too come in many different ,bright colors, and have a

very slippery: almost eel-like, feel. ,' v4

As a group, both polypropylene and polyethylene are members of the "poly-

olefin" rope family, but the names polypropylene and polyethylene are more

commonly used to identify them. Many synthetic ropes are known by the trade

name of the fiber used in their manufacture. The most common of these names

SH-14/Page 11
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are probably Dacron and Terylene.
`

ifiose are polyester ropes and hyvethe

Aqualities diAussed above. '

: .

CpMiqTIVE QUALITIES OF ROPES

.Synthetjc ropes are superior to natural .fiber ropes in some areas.

. Howevel-, number-one grade manila is still.a much used hoisting ,rdpg because

of its*ability to'play.out (.release) evenly when used around capstans or bits

One quality that makes synthetic ropes effective is their ability to

take shock loads (severe sudden strains) repeatedly. Thil qu46 ality
6
makes nylon

a great rope for safety lines. Synthetic fiber ropes can also sustain dead

loads (elose gradually lifted,as Opposed to suddenly weighted) for longer

periods. %ecause the fibers in synthetic ropes are continuous throughout
el

they recover from stretch and strain;faster and better Von do natural fiber

Tolpes.
I

Both manila and sisal are held together by 5,grface contact and twist.

/ When exposed to extended use with dead loadsf manila and sisal tend to slip,

, and the ropes eventually break.

411
Several other faCtors have to be considered when selecting a rope for a

specific job. In some cases, the rope will need a high "flexing endurance";
os.

that is, the ability to takeprepeated bending. -Here, onceiagainl(the'Tyn-

thetic ropes are generally a better ch,oice for conditions that demand flexing

endurance. 'the effect's,of temperatdre,on rope must also be considered.' The.

effects of heat are potentially the Most damaging to rope. This because

the damage done by heat may not be apparent at the,Xime of normal inspection.

Heat buildup lk espWially'criticll at points where a moving rope passes over

and makes contact with a stationary rope. The.st ionary_roOe will usually

break down first, and nylon`roPe is particularly drone to this kind of break-
.

down. On the other hand, manil(h6lps up better in heat-friction wear and

' the breakdown is. slower.

The effects of cold are not nearly as bad as the effects of hett. how-

ever, if a natural fiber rope is wet and then cools in cold, dry air; it/loses

considerable tensile strength. Synthetic ropes lose very little tensile

strength under thes'e conditions.

14

Page 12/SH-14
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NEVER USE DAMP ROPES
NEVER USE WIRE ROPES

USE POLYESTER POLYETHYLENE
!OR POLYPROPYLENE FOR BEST
INSULATING PROPERTIES

Figure 5. Around power lines,
polyester, polyethylene or. -

polypropylene ropes are best.

Alb

Another factor to be consider0

is the possibility of.shock when

ropes have to be used around elec-

trical power lines. (Figure 5.)

It is bestto use ropes made of poly-

ester, polyethylene, or polypropylene,

since these three ropes retain their.

insulating qu0alities even in high

humidity. Nylon rope which has a

tendency to pick.up moisture from

the air, is 'not recommended for use

around electric power lines.

Whether made of natural or

synthetic fibers,.the factor of

safety for all fiber ropes is five,

and i_f theropExs_Ats-e4te* hais 4

or support personnel, the factor'of--------

safety is 10. eA safety factor of

five means that the.rope must be

.

capable of handling five times the

weight of the actual,load.

ACTIVITY 3:

1. Name the two natural fiber ropes that are commonly

use

2. ( ircle the cdirrect answer.)

The strongest of the synthetic ropes is:

a. Polypropylene.

b. Polyester:

c. Polyethylene.

Nylon.

15
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A

'or

4.7

3. Other than strength, the factors to consider, When

choosing a rope are:' (Name four)

a.

b.

,c.

d.

,

OBJECTIVE 4: DAT r;i be' co i 1 i ng damage, Mechtan i cal and

chemical injury, and biological damage related to fiber

ropes.

To. get the longest life and safest use dUt of ,a fiber rope requires that
4

it be handled and stored properly.41When .ra new rope is removed from the ship-
/

Figure 6. Store fiber
-rope properly.

041 boil , a three -step procedure should be _

fo 1 1 owed. ( 1) Reach ,down i nsi de the coi 1 ,

(2T pill) the inside rope end up through the

then (3) unwind the rope in counter-

dlogwi se direction. (Figure ) This pro-

, cecMe voids adding twists to the rope and

destroying its balinte. Kinks are also kept

out' oil the rope by this method.

4? Alopes stiou.ld always be recoiled ,i n a

',, clockwise direction. (See Figure 7.) The

-best 'way is (o loop the rope over the left

'arm a number of times in

'. even lengths until about

15 feet of the rope re-

mains. This rope should

then be 'looped about six

times around the center

of the other loops, the

rope end should be secured

with a knot, and enough of

Figure 7. Recoil rope in a clockwise direction.

Page _14/SH-14
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the rope should be left to tie the coiled rope .safely to a holding peg.

A dirty rope should never be recoiled. 'It should be Washed with a mod-

erate stream of water from a
4
hose. Some di rt may remai n, but that can be

shaken out when the rope dries. 'A wet rope should never'be hung up in an

( enclosed area; i t must get plenty, of air DSO it can dry. If the rope, cannot

be hung up, it should be laid in a loose coil in a' ventilated area where it,

will dry.

Ropes are subject to other forms of mechanical damage. They shou

_ never, be dragged on the.ground or. agai nst rough or sharp, objects. When a

robe is pulled .over a lHard surface with a sharp edge, burlap padding should

be used along the edge. Pulling a rope over a hard-surfaced bend can cause

extreme tension on the fibers.

Chemicals can cause
Ay.
rope deterioration. Generally, rope should not be

stored or. used where j t wi 11 be exposed to acids , or even acid fumes. Strong

alkali, drying oil, and paint can also--injure a rope__ Black or brown. spots

on a rope indicate exposure to acids or caustics, both 'of which are sources

of quick deterioration.

4hile flylon rope is highly resistant to alkalis, it is subject to injury

by most acids, paints, 'and :linseed Nylon ropes ihould bi kept out of

contact with these substances. When,contamination is suspected, the rope

should be -wasted in cold water and inspected for evidence of fiber weakening.

7, Like nylon, polyester rope is resistant' to alkalis, but unlike nylon,

it is,alto resistant to .acids. However, all chemicals should be avoided

aound polyester ropes, and these ropes should be washed often in cold water.

Cer ain ropes are
,
more subject to injury from specific sources. Even

though they are chemi cal ly treated. to. resist mildew and dry rot, mani la ropes.

are still very' subject to rot: This is whythey must be cleaned and stored. .
with care. Proionged --exp.s-/re to sunlight w i l l also ause 'a mani la rope to

deteriorate, so when it is possible, it is. wise to shade or covea manila
1

"rope that is exposed to sunlight for long, periods. 7
Polypropylene ropes are not subject at all to rot and mildew,,and they

are highly resistantto acids: and alkalis, although industrial solvents do,

have a softening effect on these ropes. Polypropylene has ,good insulating

qualities, and it makdS an excellent noncoliductor of electricity. The one

problem with polypropylene is that is softens progressively with a rise in

'7
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temperaturel; it even degrades In sunlight, so it should not be used in,hot

conditions_

Polyethylene 1p s are also subject to softening in rising temperatures

and should not'be u$ d under such conditions. OtherWise, ,polyethylene ropes 4

are resistant to alkalis and all acids except nitric acidand are also resis-.

tant to alcohol and bleaching.

Generally, snythetic ropes tend to melt at high temperatures and should
)14

riot be used where they are likely to encounter excessive heat,or where

friction is concentrated enough to melt the fibers. Thus, synthetic ropes

should not be.usedliiound welding operations,.

On the other hand, a frozen rope, should never be used until it has'begg

allowed'to thaw,and dry. In using synthetic ropes, extra caution is .needed

,

,

because they, stretch more than manila ropes, they haye a low melting point,

and they'are naturally sli.ppery.

ACTIVITY .4: 111
1. List thee 1-actices to avoid in usage-and storage

of manila,,,rope.' Begin each rule with the words

".do not."

a.

b.

c.

(t

2. (Circle the correct answer.)

Which rope ckbject to damage by most'acids,.

paints,:and linseel oil but not by alkalis?

a. ?Polyester.

b. Nylon.
44

c. Polypropylene.

d. Polyethylene."

3. , Where welding is being done in the.immediate work

area, Which rorAs should not be used?

C
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OBJECTIVE 5: Li st eleven items to be considered when
C

ins,pecti ng ,a fiber rope.

Fiber ropes used in hoisting demand careful inspection on ,a regular

schedule. Before a rope is put into service, it should be carefufily inspe cted

al ong i is efftilre I engtn. Even 4 new rope can .someitirrtes have defects and

tshould not be pu i nto se.:vi ce." After the initial l .i nspecti on , a rope should

be inspected at least every 30 days .after it has been put into service if it

Is subjected ohly tp ordinary wear. Ropes that support wo4:kers on scaffo'ds

should be i nspected 'weekly, and al 1 ropes exposed t6 acids or caustics need
...

to 'be inspected daily. ,

Rope inspections should not only LA timely, they should include careful

exami3ati on of fspeci fi c areas where injOry -and deterioration are most likely.

to take place. !le entire length of the rope should first be inspected for

the ,fol 1 owing:

Wear. , , )
Abrasion.

Broken or cut fibers.

Di siKacement of yarn or strands , ,

Variation in roundr4ss or size of strands.

, Discoloration.

Rotting.

)

sr,.

Figure 8. Open up rope
during inspections;

s

4

0

After the exterior of the rope

has been i nspeited, the' inside should

be examined by twisting the strands

to open up *the rape as shown in Fig-

ure 8.. This s)ioul d be done with care

to avoid kindi ng the rope or disturb-
,.

, ing the .1 ..y.
. ,
/ If the interior of the rope i s.

not bright and clean, check for the

following:

',

A
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. Broken yarns. ''',
.,

, ..

acessively looseyarns or those strands.
, . .

.Am accumulation of powder-like dust that indicates excessive
wear between the strands. P

, .
. .

Inside Yams that pull., lut easily, indicating that
-:.

the rope
has been,overStressed. b

Rope- hat lik,suspectedof having been exposed to acid requires special.,
. .

_ care. A manila rope that has \een in contact with acid will have dark brown
1 - .

spots Acid.usually 'eats away synthetic rope.s,,dut very brittle fibers in
- 7

' synthetic ropes indicate exposure to acid.
1

,,A rope that is suspected of de'erioration should be replaced. 1,Evaluation.
,.

of the rope'shopld be based on. the secttQushowing the most deterioration.
w. .

, When 1 rope is weak in just one spot, it may bt cut, properly spliced.

and kept in service. ftwever, when a ropehas been condemned, it 'Should be

taken out of service immediately and cut into short lengths. Cutting it.will

prevent its beings accidently placed back into hoisting service. t

.1'ACTIVITY 5:

List nine items to be considered when inspecting a .

fiber,rope,
r\

1. . 6.° ' c

2. 7.

. 8.

4' k 9.

5.

/

OBJECTIVE -6:- Discuss four advantages of using wire

ropes. .

Wlre ropes have two qualities that live them a high degree of dependabil-

ity and uniformity. First, wire,ropes are made from *large numbersof:indi-'

vidual wires, most of'which are not expOsediL. Secondly, the wires are con-

tinuous.in any given length of rope. For these and other, reasons, safety

Page 18/SH-14
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engineers recommend that, for general construction rigging, a wire rope
. ,,

should alwayi be used in preference'to a-fiber rope or

. Wire ropes of "improved plow steel" grade are the ttandard'for hbisting

ropes: Where a greater factor of safety is'required, "extro'jMOroved plow

steel" grade is even better because it resists abrasion, sh4k, vibration,

and fatigue. '

Figure 9. Cross sections of wire
rope. Most wire ropes are com-

posed or bore than 300 .

individual wires.

The reason safety_ engineers

prefer wire ropes`; Over cllains for

general, constru(tion rigging is the

added degree of'safety they provide.

One link of chaiRt rf:fail in a

moment and cause °& eriou5 accident

Most wire ropes,on the other hand,

are composed of more than a hu5dsed

individual wires and the failure of

orreore alone does not cause. an

occidint. The cross sections in(

Figure 9 show wire ropes composed of 114 wires (left), and 313 wires (right).

1 Every one of them has to fail before the rope can break. This reserve strength

gives workers a chance to notice a hazard before it turns into a disaster.

Even

i
hen a wire rope is severely overloaded, it still takes several seconds

for 11 thArwires to break, and in these circumstances, the breaking wiles

make so much,noise that tlorkers near the load will still hiave time to lower

the. load and get outtbf the way before it falls!

Wire ropes come in several varieties and combinations of core and exte-

rior. Despite their strength and dependability, wire ropes are still subject

to tension, abrasion, fatigue, cutting, andcorrosion, and must be carefully-

selected for the job they have to do.
f

l-

3
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ACTIVITY 6:

1. What is themost important added degree of safety that

a wire rope has oye a c4in?

2.. List two qualities f wire rope that'result in its

high' degree of dependability and uniformity.

b.

OBJECTIVE 7: List and define eight causes of wire rope

deterioration!

Wilse rope is subject to deterioration and damage from a number of causes.
.

One of these is incorrect coiling (reeling) and uncoiling. The shipping coil

or reel of a wirebrope must turn as, the rope unwinds., Trying to remove a

wire rope from a stationary reel will almost alway9 resul t in'a kink that .

clannot be repaired. Even when a wire rope is being 1 d onto a drum or

anothttr reel,care must be taken to wind from the top of one reel to the top

of the other or from the bottom of one reel to the bottom of the other.

Beyond the initial "%kinking" damage that can bge caused from improperly

unreeling 'a wire%ropei there are even'other major causes of wire rope"deteri-

oration,;,

'1. Wear from contact with sheaves Dr dr%ms.,-thi tows especially on the

outside wires.

2. Corrosion that, tends to accelerate wear. This-dangerous condition is

hard to detect because it often happens'to interior wires, but it is

usually indicated by pitting:

3: Fatigue due to ex."sive bending stresses from sheaves and drums that

have a sthai1 radius. Fatigue is usually indicated by a square break in

a wire. Such a break will show the grinular structure of the wire.

4. Drying out c/ lubfication, a. condition often speeded up by heat.

5. 'Overloading and overwinding in acceleration art deceleration.

22
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6. Mechanical\ abuses Such as pinchingdtiqn and cutting wires, or conditions

where ropes\ are being subjected to dragging.

7 Tension, when a rope has been subjected to too great a strain. This

happens when a load is applied suddenly to a slack rope, causing severe
. .

impact stresses.

FinAlly, the factor of safety should always be'respected. The minimum

accept 'able factor of safety for wire rapes is five. _When the rope is used '

with personnel carrying equipment, th4 factor should be,raised to ten: The

factor of safety DOES NOT mean that 'the rope has a great deal of reserve

strength, and can be used for additional capacity, even for a short time.

In fact, lowering the factor of safety will only accelerate every element of

wear and deterioration to which p wire rope is subject.

ACTIVITY 7:

Describe the correct procedure for transferring wire

rope froM one reel to 'another.

2. Name four reasons for wire rope deterioration, other

than "kinking."

a.

b.

c.

d.

J

-----47;
OBJECTIVE 8: State seven items to be examined when

T. conducting a wire rope inspection.
A

IMspecting
AP
wire ropes demands a great deal of expertise and some good

'judgment. Taking,-a rope out of service before it is really,worn may be

costly; leaving a rope service when it is suspected of significant deteri-

oration may be even more costly in terms of human life. This is why wire

.J

23
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illope inspections, should be made only by qualified people.

The principal basis on which thicondition of a. wire rope is judged is

the number of broken wires peel lay. A lay of rope is the length along the

rope,in which one strand makes' ascomplete revolution around the rope. Whent

most of the broken wires in a lay are concentrated in several strands, that

section of the rope is'weaker than iflwould be if the broken wires were uni-

formly distributed throughput all strands and along the entire length of thedistributed

rope. In other words, the patterh of broken wires is significant. If the .

number of broken wires along the l'ength of the rope increases4apidly between

inspections, it is a sure sign that the rope is at the point, or near the)

point, at which it should be taken out of service.

In addition to inspecting for broken wires, wire/ropes need to be care-
.

fully inspected for these other signs of wear:

Wear of crown wires (outside wires).

Kinking,

High strands.

Looie wires:

Nicking.

Lubrication.

Wear of crown Wires *is so important that it should be checked with rope'

calipers and micrometers. Reduction of the rope diameter is a critical dete-

rioration factor. While all new ropes stretch and experience a slight re-.

duction in diameter, a. rope shouldtbe replaced if the diameter is reduced by

More than:

V64" fon. rope diameters of up to and including 3/4".

1/16" fir. rope diameters of 7/8 to 1 1/8".

3/32" for rope diameters of 1 1/4 to 1 1/2".

Severe kinking (Figure 10) may

demand that the rope be discarded.

In some cases a kink can be cut out,

and after proper splicing, the rope

can remain-in service.

Figure 10. A wire rope which has High stranbing, when. one or two
been kinked. Early ropfailure

strands are worn before the adjacent
can occur at this point.

or
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Tigure 11. A wire rope with a
high strand.

Figure 12. A "bird cage" may re-
quire replacement of the rope.

4

ones, (Figure 11), affects the lay

of the rope and causes other strands

to become overloaded. If the rope
.

is not replaced, a new end .connection

should be placed on the rope to
A

remove-the high strand and reset the

rope lay.

Loose wires usually result from

a torsional "unbalance in the rope.

Because these wires frequently bunch

Up in a loose pattern around the

rope, the condition is called "bird

caging." (See Figure 12.) This

buildup is often seen at the anchor

end of multifall crane operations.

If bird caging is severe, the rope should be replaced; in some CrIes-the bird

cage' can be cut outand the rope can be spliced and kept in service.

Nicking refers to the injuries a rope suffers from coming in contact

with other ropes' gr obstructions. jt\can'alto be caused by movement over

drums and sheaves. Nicking is a clue that the interior of the rope demands

inspection.

Lack of proper lubrication will quickly put a rope out of service: Wire

ropes are usually lubricated internally by the saturated fiber core. This

core can sometimes dry out from heat, or may actually be squeezed out. In

these cases, the grooves' between the strands must be inspected. If these

grooves ,are filled with hard 'packed grease or dirt, the lubricant cannot

penetrate to prevent internal friction. The rope should then be scrubbed and

a viscous coat of warn oil applied to it. OnCe the oil has been allowed to

enter the inside of the rope and the rope is dry enough that the oil will not

be thrown off, the rope is usually serviceable again.

Several other factors have to be considered in wire rope inspections.

The speed at which the rope travels in its work is a very important element.

'Fast moving ropes are naturally subjected .to greater stress from friction and

abrasion, and these factors must be taken into account when such ropes are

SH-14/Page 23
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inspected. Particular attention should be paid to the areas of wire ropes

close to terminal fittings. Even rope that might remain on a drum all he

time should )3e inspected becauseof the increased potential forswear at

terminal fittings.

The,fi nal and most important factor is corrosion. Corrosion is even

more dangeroJs than visible wear because it so often' affects wires %Inside the

nope that are hidden from vi sual. inspecti on. Yet corrosion cars often be

1 detected by discoloration of the wires, and especial ly by the pi-esence of
-..

pitting. Any evidence of extensive corrosion means ie,,,rope should be,re-

placed.

All wire ropes should be inspected at intervals determined.by their

service conditionsl. Wire ropes used in situations where human life depends

on them should be inspected more often than other types of wire ropes. But

all wire ropes should be inspected at-regular intervals and records should

be kept of the inspection findings.

Finally, two rules should" govern the inspection of wire ropes. One,

every inch of the rope shOuTd beinspected with tare. Two, the rope's condi-

tion should be judged at the poi nt that sho ws the" greatest deterioration.

VIS

ACTIVITY 8:

1. A reduction in Wire rope diameter is very important in

judging how 'much the rope has deteriorated. Haw should .4

the diameter be m easured? a'

Page 24/SH-14

Narrlt five other causes of wire rope deterioration.

a

b.-

c.

cf.

e.
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:OBJECTIVE 9: Compare the use of wire rope, natu4 and

synthetic fiber,. and synthetic webbing for rope sl4ngs.

7.1 In most rigging and hoisting operations, slings get the Poughest wear.

Slings are especially subject to abrasion, impact loading, crushing, kinking,

and overloadiN Because-slingS are subject to such rough wear, their com- .

position, man facture, application, and inspection are.all vital elements Of

theie safe-and proper fee.

Properly manufactured wire rope slings Ore the safest slings for general"

construction use. Wise rope slings combine minimum weight With strength and*,

flecObility. They do not wear as rapidly as fiber rope slings, and' they do

not have the potential weak'link problem of chain slings. Wire rope slings

are especially safe because the breaking or4t1 oiltgr wires gives advance

warning of failure. The protected inner Wires have.reserve'strength enough

to got the load safely down.. However, Wing rope slings shoyd still be care

frilly selected for speCific service. They should've of improved plow steel,

and should be Prefprmed with a wire rope core. In railroad shops or other

Oates where slings of great strength are required, braided wire rope slings

are recommended. They'are flexible, they resist kinking, and they are easy

to handle. All Wire rope slings shoUld have a factor of safety of at least

five.
Q.

i;t4tural 41')er rope slings shoUtd always (be made from manila rope.' Rope

sii.ngs made froetanila work well in some applications 'because they are flex-
.

iple, grip the load wea end Will not mar' the surface of a load as some

metal slings do.' kowever, anila r4e slings have limitations,. and these.

must be given careful consideration.

Synthetic. fiber rope slings have certain adv.antages over natural fiber

slings, but thil, too, have limitati ust be considered. Both syn-

thetic and natural fiber rope slings are affec ed by chemicals, freezing,
.

temperatures, and sharp bends. Fiber roge sjings deteriorate much more

ra 'than wil-e rope slings, and they shou'l'd e used only on light loads.
,

5har rners can cut the slings and should 's be padded. .

Synthetic webbing slings, are versatile an duAble,-and have such flex-.

.-
.ibility that they are *Oar for rigging activities. Because of their

.
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,.. flexibility, synthetic web ing slings tend to mod themselves to the shape of

the load. This me4ns they are less likely to mmars the.suipface material of a

load than are wire, fiber, or chain slings. - -Synthetic webbing slings have

.1

desirable safety qualities,, too. Sigice they are non-sparking they can be

used in'workplaces with explosive hazards, and they minimize twisting and

spinning,during lifting. Synthetic webbing slings are softer than other'types

of slings; therefore, workers do not cut their hands on them, and a bump on

the headfrom a free,swingingslip is not usually severe.

Other qualities of synthetn'webbing slrAgs make them adaptable to spe-

cific jobs. They art not affected by "moisture and can be used in high humid-

ity situationg. Because they do not Trust and, therefore, will not stain,

they make good rigs for working with ornamental precasi concrete or with

*-
finished stone of any kind,. The plasticity of syhthetic webbing slings en-

abler them to absorb heavr shocks and still cushion the load. Slings that

iijdergo such'stresses will, of course, wear at points of impact, but buffer

strips of +eather,
*
edge guardsland other devices to prolong the life of a

sling and increase its safety are available. Sliding tube pads to cushion

.slings'that are used to handle materials with sharp edges are available, and

there are even certain coatings that can be applied to'the slings to provide

added resistance to abrasion and chemicals.

Synthetic webbing slings should have aj safety factor c f ateast five.

(L- CT1VITY 9:

1. that type of slings are e safest slings for ge eral

construction use ?;

2. List two situations in which synthetic webbing slings

might be more appropriate'fbr use than fiber rope,

wire rope; or .chain slings.

Page 26/SH114
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OBJECTIVE 10: Descripe the hook and ring method and

the swaged'sleeve method of sling attachment, and

.define safe load limits for slings.

There are many different methods of attaching a rope to a hook, and a

hook to a load. Different methods of attachments offer various percentages

of strength in relation to a rope or a sling load. Since tilqe percentages

must be considered when figuring.the load limit, it is importaat.to under-
.

stand some basic features of different attachments.

The hook and ring method of attaching a wire rope fitting achieves a
41..N

.rload capacity thatanges from 70 to 100 percent of,the breaking strength of

the rope. Swaged sleseveiattachments, usually made only by thevanufacturer,

offer about 90.to 95 percent of the

.0)\
efficiency of the rope. When they

are properly lie compression fit-

tings and zinc-p. disockeis can

111 develop 100 perce t oetile strergithoaso.

%11111111 =
of the rope. Zinc-poureCsockets Are

*1115-

efficient in straight extension, but

swaged sockets are more resistant to

fatigue: (See Figure 13.) Clamps,

Figure B. swaged sockets (a) are
when properly installed, develop about

more fatigue-resistant than 75 to 80 'percent of tht rope efficien-
zinc-poured sockets (b).

cy, and hand-tucked splices develop

efficiencies up to 90 pertent depending on the diameter of the rope.

The really important element about attachments is that they must be con-

sidered when figuring the load licit for a sling. In other words, the recom-

mended load for a sling assembly is It more than one-fifth the strength of

the assembly, but to accurately determ ne the overall strength, the efficiency

of the rope connections must also be aken ,into account% Figure 14 shows

various types of connections and gives the` percentage efficiency of each.

Stating the safe working load for a sling.is a complex affair that is

related to slingsstrength, load weight, and lifting angle. But,when a sling

'4.

29.
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°Ply TYPEI -CLOSE0 TYPE

;-
SWAGED SOCKET

av
WIRE ROPE SOCKET-- SPECTER ATTACHMENT

FRESNO SLEEVE LOOP BACX.THIMILE ATTACHMENT

01A *NO SMALLER

I" 01A ANO LARGER 4

. ;

I

FLEMISH LOOP WITH MECHANIC-AL SLEEVE ATTACHMENT

1 DIAM. ANO SMALLER
OIAM, ANO LARGER

WESNIVJOCKETS (DEPENDING ON DESIGN)

`11*EeRPF
CUPS (NUMBER OF CUPS VARIES WITH SIZE OF POPE)

THIMBLE SPLICE -NANO TUCKED

/- 6. ---- - 90%

Sit r, . ... ..... - 99%

7./Ir 37%

1"

100%

100%

96%

92.5%

96%

92.5%

75-90%

75:80%

1 /2" 95%

3/4" .... 7. ...... 32%

7 fir ANO LARGER 30%

4::::rjaMaliaj=3$=25=$
LOOP SPLICE HAN0 TUCKED

EFFICIENCIES OF LOOP SPLICE ARE THE SAME As THOSE GIVEN FOR THIMBLE SPLICE

Figure 14. When'figuring the load ltMit for a sling, the efficiency
of the rope connections mist be taken into account.

.

bears a tag listing its safe vertical load limit, the other elements

difficult to determine,,

When determining thd.safe, load limit for slings, a minimum safety factor

of five must always be used. This is a general rule, but there are some

are not

exceptions that demand attention.
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If a one-leg vertical sling can Safely lift 200pounds, then a two-leg

*vertical sling can safely lift twice_ that amount Or 400 pounds. If a three-

leg vertical Iling,is Used, then it can safely lift one and a half times as

much as the two -leg glflg, or 600 pounds. The capacity of a four-leg vertical

sling, under ideal condition's, would be twice that of the two-Leg sling, or

800_pounds. However, it is important to realize that working conditions are

seldom ideal. The preceding,numbers are guidelines to illustrate the'chang-

ing load capacities for,slings'witii 'varying leg configurations.

Another important factpr is the angle formed by the ropes and the hori-

zontal top of the load when the sling is placed in position on a load. Ts

angle should alway eed

O 0 45 degrees to avoid essiveO 0

stresses on the sling. The

safe load limit of a sling de-

LBS n:col-BS creases sharply as the angle1000

formed by the legs Ad the

Figure 15. Changing load capacities for
slings with varying leg configurations,

norizontal.becomes smaller

(Figure 15). This problem

with the lifting angle can

freqdently be avoided by using longer slings? In cases where head room will

not permit a longer sling, it is usually best to lighten the load.

It cannot be repeated often enough that the safe working load of any

sling depends on the sling's condition. A sling in obvious need of repair

shbuld not be used at all, and slings in frequent use should have thimble

splices at the sling ends eq materially reduce wear. It is essential that

the people who work with slings be able tit judge their condition and relate

the load capacity to that condition.

17 . ACTIVITY 10:-

-(Mark these statements True or False:)

1. The efficiency of rope connections and attach-
.

meats has to be taken into consideration when

figuring the s'afe load limit of a sling.

31
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2. Swaged sockets are less resistant to fatigue

than are zinc - poured sockets

3. The diameter of the rope is a factor in the

.efficiency of hand-tucked splices. .

4. The recommended load for a sling assembly

is Never more than one-fifth the strength:-

of the assembly.

5. The angle formed'by the ropes.'and the horizontal

, top of a load, when -a sling.is placed in ,position

on a( load, should never exceed 45 degrees.

-
OBJECTIVE 11: State the proper inspection intervals

/ .. , .

for rope'slings,and briefly dpscribe points that

should be checked.

In Most rigging and hoisting operations s lings get the roughest wear,

.and.the inspection of slings is one of the elements vital to their safe and

proper use. Rope slings should be inspecteCdaily, or more often if needed.

Riggers and persons handling loads should inspect slings daily, before using
v

them, ,and at any other timedring the working day when a sling undergoes,

excessive shock loading or is subjected to'afly use that could contribute to

more than regular wear. Inspection does clot mean merely looking things over;

it means examination' by an employee trained in what to look for and how to

look for if.

All slings in regular service should be inspected thoroughly every six .-

months;tiy a person knowledgeable enough'ts identify all slings that do not

meet minimum standards. Such slings should-be immediately withdrawn from

service or, if pOssible, reconditioned in accordance with manufacturer's

recommendations.

Some of the factors that should be checked during inspection of wire

ropes include the following:

/- Any deterioration of end attachments.

Exposure to excessive temperatures.

MiniMum clear lengths of rope betieen splices, sleeves, or end fittings.

Page/30/SH-14
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Fiber ropes, too, should be inspected for wear around'erid attachments;

fiber r4e slings are yerb subjectto
cutting, A fiber ope sling

should be removed from service if ilAspection'reveals any of the following:

Abnormal wear.

Powdered fiber between strands.
IP

N;ken or cut fiber:s.
,

Variations in the size and roundness of strands.

Discoloration or rotting.
7

Distortion of hardware in the sling.

Synthetic webbing slings are not difficult to rhspece: If they look/N.

good, they usually are good. If they aren, the wear isbusually obvious.

The eyes or,end fittings wear most .frequently witb synthetic webbing slings,

and although these can sometimes be repaired, repair should not be attempted

on the job site;'the sling should be sent back to the manufacturer.

There are problems that call,for a synthetic webbing sling to be removed

from service. These include:

Acid or caustic burns. ),

Melting or charring of any pa rt 9f the sling surface.

Snags, punctures, or cuts.
(

Broken or worn stitchqs.

Distortio of fittings.

In general, the i- nspection of a sling, regardless of type; should indi-

cate that it is standihg up under service conditions. Any indication of

excessive wear is a certain cite that the sling isoo weak or somehowsim-

proper and probably unsafe for its operating conditions. pi such cases,

inspection should lead to a review of service conditions and recommendations

for a sling more suitable to the job.

(

ACTIVITY 11:

1. Name one area of potential wear that is common .

to all types of slihgs.

2. How often should rope slings be inspected?
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3. List six condjtions that would indicate that a

fiber rope sling should be removed from serviced

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

4. Complete the following list of problems that should

cause a synthetic webbing sling to be removed from

service.

a. Acid or caustic burns.

b.

c. Snags, punctures, or cuts.

d:

e.

OBJECTIVE 12: Discuss and differentiate between the

four types of metal chains.

While it is true that wire ropes rather than chilOould generally be

used'in rigging, there are some situations.that call for the use of chains.

One case in which chains have the advantage over wire ropes is in

lifting rough loads such as heavy castings. Wire rope slings weaken quick-

ly in this kind of service ffecause of the sharp bends over the edges of cast-
.

ings, bUt chain slinglAd(rip such loads well.

Certain qualities render chains more suitable for certain jobs: chairis

will withstand rough handling, will not kink, are easily stored, and have

dead flexibility. Chains even resist abrasion and corrosion better than wire

rope. HOwever, chains should be selected carefully, since they come in,sev-

eral grades and types, each of which is designed for specific service.

Alloy steel chains are the only chains suitable for general construction

work, and particularly for hoisting. There chains are made of heat-treated
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alloy steel and they are the strongest chains commonly available. They can

tolerate temperatures up to 500°F without a reduction in safe working load.

Alloy steel chains can be used even at 1000 °F temperature although' the re-

duction in safe working lbad is'then 50%.

Heat-treated carbon steel is sometimes used for chain slings. Slings'

made from heat-treated carbon steel are exceptionally trong and have high-

flipact resistance. Lik alloy steel chains, they also h ve a high resistance

to abrasion.

Proof coil chains are the'.kinds most often seen in the local hardware

store; They cars be used for various purposes so 1 g,as their use would not

endangerlife or result in serious property damage if they failed. Proof

coil chain' should never be used for slings.

There is yet another-variety of chains that are made from specialized

or exotic metals. some arr made from Stainless steel, monel.metal, and bronze.

Essentially, these chains are used where resarance to corrosive substances is

required or where their other special qualities would serve to good 'advantage.

ACTIVITY 12:

1. What are the only types of chains suitable for

general construction work and particularly for

hoisting?

2. List three othe types of'metal chains, giving

one quality of ea h.

. a., -

..)

b.

c.

OBJECTIVE 13: Describe five points of the inspection

that should be carried out daily bn chains.

.The causes of most chain failures can usually be detected before failure*"

occurs. A regular inspection schedule must be set up and a proper ir#ectibli

3.5
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procedure must be followed if chitin failure Isto.be prevented. The basic

inspection rule is that cha s that are used daily should be'inspected daily.

"Theinspection should bemade ink-by-link in order to detect any of the

following:

Bent links.

Cracks in weld areas, shOulders, or in any other section of
the link.,

Transverse nicks and gouges.

Corrosion pits.

Elongation cpsed by stretching.

Stretching (or elongation) is a big problem with chains, and its detec-

tion requires careful inspection. This means that enough links must be exam-

ined that elongation* can truly be detected. The Maximum al-lowable wear at

any pointof a lir c is relad to the chain size,'and the table of allowable

wear is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE WEAR TO ANY POINT OF LINK.

Chain Size
(inches)

.

Maximum
Allowable
Wearr,(inch

,

Chain Size
(inches)

) Maximum ,

-Allowable
Wear'(inch)

S
1/4 ..... :r... 3/64 . 1, -10/16
3/8 5/64 1-1/8 7/32
1/2 7/64 1/1/4 1/4
5/8 9/64 1 3/8 9/32"

3/4

7/8 .../.-.7:-..

5/32

11/64
o'

1-1/2 .

.
1,3/4

5/16
11/32

ts

Beyond daily ilsptction's, some safety authorities recommend that all chains

used regularly be inspected LI a skilled operator. no less thdr7 once a month.

In all cases', chains in regular use should be inspected every six months by

. an experienced inspector.
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ACTIVITY 13:

1. State the)asic inspection rule. for chains.

2. Link by link inspection should detect any of the

following five problems:

a.

'b.

c.

d.

doc

camvIvE 14: ,Outline seven safe working practjces

when using chains and chain slings.

Regular inspection ensures that a chain or chain sling will render safe

service. Safe working practices with chains and chain slings promotes longer

chain life, saves money, and makes rigging and hoisting activities easier.

But most of all, safe working practices contribute greatly to the prevention

of chain failure. Some of the most importanrconsiderations in working with

chains and chain slings are included in the following list:

Neversplice a chain by inserting a bolt between two links.

Never put a strain on a kinked chain; take up the slack slowly
and see that every link in the chain seats properly.

Never use a hammer to force a hook over a chain link.

Never remove an identification tag froth a chain.

Avoid decreasing the angle between the legs of a chain sling
and the horizontal; this increases the load in the legs.

Never set the load on the point of the hook; set the load in
the bowl of the hook.

Never use chai"A attachments such as rings, shacklei, couplings,
or end links that are not specifically designed for the chain
towhich they are attached.

37
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The way a chain is stored will affect its service life and service

safety; consequently, a,11 chains should be stored where they will be safe

from corrosion or any mechanical damage.

ACTIVITY, 14:

List four safe working practices with chains. Begin

each rule with "Never."

2.

3.

4.

OBJECTIVE 15: Describe the inspectiO1 testing repair-

ing and attachment mechanisms for alloy steel chains.

The regular inspection of chains and. chain slings is basic to their afe

use. Beyond the daily Check done by persqnnel working with.chains and slings;'

there is the thorough insliNt.ion that should be carried out every six months

For this inspection, a skilled inspector is required. The chain's condition

must be accurately determined, and to do "this, the inspector uses

devices and procedures.

first, the inspector cleans the chain thoroughly in a solvent solution

and rays it out on a clean surface or hangs it up in a well-lit area. Then,

he or she uses a magnifying glass to inspect every link. The inspector has

available a card that relates the life histoiy of the Chain', especially the

measured length of the chain when new. With this information the inspector

can Measure the' chain after a specified use period, perhaps two months, and

determine exactly how much the chain has stretched-. The information is a
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guideline to howlong the chain will be serviceabN_it may indicate that the

chain should be taken out of. seyvice immediately.

A skilled inspector also looks for bent, twisted, or cracied links in a

chain. If a crack is suspected, the link is-soaked in a thin oil and then

wiped dry. After that, a coating of white chalk is put on the link and

allowed to stay there for a few hours. If there is 43 crack in the link, the

thin oil-that was first used works its way out of the link and discolors the

white chk1k. In this way, the skilled inspector finds a cracked link that

even months of dai ly visual inspections can..never reveal.

A skilled inspector never resorts to visua l guessing. A caliper is used

to determine link wear at the point where links bear on each other. When

this check is finally finished, the degree of wear at the most badly worn

link is the factor that decides whether the chain should be discarded, re-

paired, or left in service with specifications that its load limits be de-

creased.

Information concerning the basic testing of the chain at the time of its

manufacture is used to make a judgment of the chains, serviceability.

Just as wire and fiber ropes can be properly splicedand continue in

service, so chains can be repaired and continue in service. The big differ-
...,

ence is that wire and fiber ropes canbe spliced on the job, while no one

sht uld ever 'attempt to weld an alloy steel.chatn.that needs repair. Because

all chains are heat-treated at the time of mahufactuleTthe heat from even

electric' welding would destroy the temper.of the chaff and make it unservice-

able. .Alloy steel chains that need repair should alway3 be sent back to the

manufacturer.

Since the strength and durability of alloy steel chains is almost:inthe

bragging category, it is logical that lifting attachments for Chains and chain

slings are constructed of alloy steel, too. In fact, Adst lifting attachments

are Mtde of forged alloy steel, including attachments for Wire and fiber

Slings., Such attachments include vye hooks, shank hoOks,,,awivel hooks, -ings,

master links,end lljaks, and swivels of all types. Chains and chain slings

are used most frequently in straight vertical lifting; therefore, rings,

links, and hooks are extremely important items. Attachments mide_of any

material other than forged allOY steel should never be used with chain's.

33
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In fact, job or shop hooks and linksor makeshift fasteners, formed .

from bolts, rods, or other such attachment%, must not be JAgd. The attach-

. Tents have to be as strong as the alloy steel chains themselvet..

ACTNITY 15:
;

List four procedures that a skilled inspettor will use

in a check of chains.

a.

d.

OBJECTIVg,16:- Describe storage procedures a d identi-
. ,

fication methods fdr steel alloy chains.

Maintaining alloy steel chains properly contributes to long and safe

serviceability of the chains. Chains 'or chain slings covered with dirt and'
,

grease should be cleaned.with a light solvent and wiped dry. leaning is

especially importa*nt when a chain or sling has been exposed to any chemical

tic

or agent that .could promoteideteriorat*en or orrosion. A chain wet from

rain should alwayste dried before it isOrs 'red.
1,-

, .

sN MaintaininTattachments may sometimes mean replacing them, but thiS is.

often practical in terms of economics as well as safety. Faulty hitches

and slipping hook-ups can create impact conditions that significantly 1
add-to,the stress in a chain. Whe-n attachments are properlr maintained ar

properly used, such Attachments contribute to the service life of chains and

chain slings. .. -....4 v
J.

The Tule for storing alloy steel chains Ts. a simple one: they'should be

stored where they will not be damaged, or subject to moisture-..or darTITFien
4,
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that could caujse.-Cdrndsion. A chain should not' -- esly thro into a

storage area, pariceularTipif the hain is greBsy dirty. WheAn Wey are
. r. :.

not too cumbersome; chain slings,shou14,be
/placed

on sturdy pegs ere they
°

can hanWres,, so long as they'are not fxpithed to moisture or, other

P

. ,

, -
agents, (..

. ... 1!
,

Onefinal area
,
that shoufd:be studied concerning alloy steel chains and .

. chain slings is their identification. ,'In most alloy steel.chains, every, link

osive

is marked with an to indicate it is alloy 'steel. 'The other significant

identification-is usually a tn which lists theliOrial number of Ihe chain

along with its maximum vertic4l load rating, and the date the chain was manu-

_, factured.. This tag is.usually securely attached to the master lir* as shown

, in Figure 16.

I

* .4

CHAIN LINKS, 4.
OP

n

Fi re 16. Identification tag attached to Master link.

ACTT ll 16:
°

What shoU14 be done with ctil'ins' that* are Covered with

dirt or grease? '.44

2. What two identification methods exist for steel alloy

chains? .
t

a. \,_.

t. a

44*

. .
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011i1ECTIVE 17: Identify the advantages and disadvan-

tages of metal and nylon meshslings.

41

, Metal mesh and nylip mesh-,slings are widely used in mogern industrry

because they are both Arrong and dependable when selected for tjie types oi
.

,service for which they are intended.,.
40

Metal mesh slings are especially suitable for loalpthat 'are abreisi4t;

loads that are hot, or loads that would cut fabrid sling and wire rope*

Betadse of the smooth, flat, bearing surfaces of metal mesh slings, (see

Ffigure17), they readilyspnform to'loads with irregular shapes. They grip

Figure. 17. Meial mesh slings.

the 1.oad firmly and can withStand temperatures up to 5000°F. Even though

metal mesh slings resist corrosiOn_andwill not kink o-I'tang ; Oily must

it'll be selected only fox the service for which they were tended. Sling

"tyoe'and service capability are generally listed in the following three

categories: .

1. 10 gage mesh Fgr heavy duty general purpose lifting. .

2. 12 gage mesh
0

For Tedium duty apOlietions.

4:1. 14 gage mesh For light duty,,ap'plilkions.

,

The only Osadvantages of^metal mesh slings stem. from their improper

use Faulty loading can damage the spirals at the edges of a metal mesh '',

6.
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sling; dragging a sling out from under, a. load can cause excess wear to the

spiral and tends to reduce wire diameter to a point that the sling will hae

to be removed from service.

Safe lifting loads for metal mesh slings arestartted an the handles of

the slings, and these load limitations should'always be respected. When a

metal mesh sling is placed into service where it will be subject to excessive

abrasion o cutting, it should be coated witb a rubber and plastic coating to

protect the sling, thereby increasing itsservicelife.

One definite advantage of using nylon mesh slings is that they.are inex--

pensive; andher is that they are lighweight. Also, the smooth s.urfaceof

nylon slings makes them outstanding in one pdrticular They are liter-

ally made.to order for the lifting of polished metal, and in service of this

nature they are widely accepted. (See Figure 18.) However, nylon slingsPo

have limitations that

require their service to

be carefully correlated ---.

FigUre 18. ylon slings are outstanding
in the areaN4f lifting polished metal.

.4.

to their capacity. In no'

case should a nyldt-sling

be used to lift materials

that have been heated be-

yond that point. Nylon

can be dangerous when

used around machinery,

even stliwl, racks, as it

is very subject to being

cut by sharp-edged metals.'

Wear 'pads can be installed

tredkice the risk of

severing, bat nylon is

always subject to this

taut cutting hazard. All met!! mesCagd nylon slings should'be usedmeith a

safety factor of five.

I
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ACTIVITY 17:

1. I List three advantages'of metal mesh slings:

a.

b:

6.

2. List three advantages of nylon mesh slings:

a.

. b.

c.

3. If .a load has atemperature of 350°F is to be

lifted, which Sling would be,chosen?

Metal mesh.

b. .Nylon mesh.

Safe work practices thatoerernvt its Name.

shouid ,be followed when using metal and nylon mesh

sliq.gs. 0

4

ensure safe working conditianil to prolong the service life of

both metal mesh and nylon mesh slings, ey'shocad never be overloaded. Wheh

the'weightOfa load cannote corFettettimated, a safety professional or

someone skille0 in materials hOlia/Njhould be called 'o _check the load and

approve the sling for that' specific use.. , 41

The length of metal mesh slings should always be suifficient to provide

tl,ernaximum practical angle.potlpep the sVng leqrand the horizontal. (See

Figure 19.) When vertfcalpgfe*Pa're.used, there should arib\be a minimum

'practical angle at the crane 'hook.

Met,' mesh slings should never be,shortened with knots, bolts, or other

unapproved methods. In fact, the manufacturer should be coulted before any

sling is shortened. , Rat attempt Ohould ever Ve"made to twist Or kink the legs

of a metal mesh sling, or to use a Sling when the spirals are locked. This

is because a sudden jolt could break a spiral, cause the load to shift, and.

create an extremely dangerous situation.on the floor below the load.' Another
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GOOD ANGLE
BETWEEN .

SLING LEG
AND

HORIZONTAL

$

40 Figure 19. The maximum practical angle
between sling leg and the horizontal

should be provided.

extremely important rule

about metal mesh slings

is that a hammer should

NEVER be used to straight-

en a spiral or a cross

rod. Hammering spirals

or rods causes immediate\

damage to the sling, re-

duces its capabilities,

and shortens the sling's

service life.

All rules for safe ,

hookups and hitches that

apply to other types of

slings apply to both metal

mesh and nylon mesh slings.

Short cuts or makeshift

hookupS Create iniMedicate safety hazards as well as stresses for which the

slings were not designed.

Many of the rules concerning metal mesh slings apply to nylon slings as

yell. In addition, nylon mesh 'slings should be used only fn environments

below 180°F. Other than that, the.basic rules that call for no knotting,

sufficient sling length, and baYancing the load apply to nylon mesh slings

as they do to7'tal mesh slings.

` A final reminder about nylon mesh sling usage is that nylon is very sub-

ject to damage from acidic or caustic materials. Metal mesh slings can be

easily washed 4nd gleaned of acid or caustic, but nylon is not as easy to

dean and will deteriorate rapidly in acidic or caustic environments. Even

when a nylon mesh sling has to be used around corrosive chemieals-for just a

short period of time, it is wise to check with the manufacturer for safe pro-
,

cedures and. limitations.

45
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ACTIVITY' 18:

Which of the following items do not apply to metal mesh

slings?

1. a. A hammer should never be used to straighten a
spiral.

b. Do not shorten the tling with/knots.

c. Use only in environments below 180 °F.

d. These slings are easily washed and cleaned of
acid or caustic.

2. State the rule basic to prolonging thg life of

metal mesh and nylon meshslings.

REFERENCES

Construction Safety Associatolon of Ontario. Rigging Manual. 1st ed. 1975.

---lationaj Safety Council. Accident PreventiOn. Manual for Industrial Opera-

tions. Chicago: 7th ed. 1978.

Supervisors Safety Manual. Chicago: 5th ed. 1978.

U.S. Department of Labor. Safety and Health Requlationt for Construction.

Revised February 9, 1979. OSHA Safety and Health Standards (29 ciff 1926.)

ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1

1. as Load shifting.

b. Lifting aAgle.

c. Swing out of control (through the air); fall'.

a. Placing hands between a sling apd a° load while the singis being

tightened.

b. Pulling a sling from under aload when the load is resting on
the sling.
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G. Loads With sharp edges.

d. Poorly designed slings.

e. Bad weather conditions.

f. Electrociftion.

a

ACTIVITY 2

1. a. Prior to useat the beginning of each shift and as necessary
during use.

b. So it will not present a hazard to workers.

c. (1) They should be marked to indicate safe working loads-.
(2) They should be proof-tested to use up to 125 percent of

their rated load'.

2. An4/ six of the thirteen listed on page 9.

ACTIVITY-3
ea,

. .

1. Sisal and manila.

2. d. Nylon

3. Stretch; effects of temperature; ability to release (play out);
ability to take shock loads; ability to sustain dead loads; flexing
ltndurance (ability to take repeated bending); insulating ability.

ACTIVITY 4

1. a. Do not store manila rope in the sun.

b. Do not drag ropes along the ground.

c. "Do not recoil a dirty rope.

2. b.. Nylon

3. Synthetic ropes.

ACTIVITY 5

(Any nine.)

1. Wear.

2. Abrasion.

3. Broken or cut fibers.

4. Displacemet of yarn or strands.

5. Variation size of strands.

6. Discoloration.

7. Rotting.

8.. Broken yars.

9. Excessivel idose yarns.,

S
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10. An accumulation of powder-like dust.

11. Inside yarns which pull out easily.

ACTIVITY 6

1. Every stran in a wire rope must fail before it breaks; if one link

in a chain oils, the entire chain fails.

2. a. They are made froM large'number of wires.

b. The wires are continuous in any given length of rope.

ACTIVITY 7

1. Wind from the top of one reel to the top of the other reel, or from

the bottom of one real to the 49ttom of another.

2. (Any four.)

a. Corrosion.

b. Fatigue due to excessive bending sbresses.
AAP

c. Drying out of lubrication.

d. Overloading.

e. Overwinding tension from shock loads.

ACTIVITY 8

1. With a rope caliper or a micorteter.

2. a. (Severe) Kinking.

b. High stranding.

c. Loose wires.

d. Nicking.

e. Lack of proper lubrication.

ACTIVITY 9

1. Properly manufactured wire rope slings.

2. a. Were explosives are in use.

b. When hoisting ornamental concrete or finished stone.

ACTIVITY 10

-True.

2. False.

3. True.

4. True.. . yr
l

5. False --

48
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ACTIVITY 11-

1. Arqund end" attachments.

2. Daily, or more often, as needed.

. 3. a. Abnormal wear.

b.' Powderecipber between strands.

c. 'Broken-or cut fibers.

d. Variations in the size and roundness of strands.

e. Discoloratiop"or rotting.

f. Distortion of hardware in the sling.

4. b. Melting or charring of any part of the sling surface.

d. Broken or wornesWches.

e. Distortion of fitti

ACTIVITY 12

I. Alloy steel- chains..

2. a. Heat-treated-carbon steel.

b. Proof coil chains.

c. Exotic metals (sta4nless steel, monel steel, bronze).

ACTIVITY 13

1. Chains used daily should be inspected-daily.

2. a. Bent links.

b. Cracks in weld-areas'epoulderskor in any other section of the link.

c. Transverse nils and gouges,

d. Corrosion pits.

.e. Elongation caused by stretching.

ACTIVITY 14'

(Any four.)

1. Never splice aa chain by insirting a bolt between two links.

2. Never put a strain on a kinked chain. 4.

3. . Never use a hammer to force a hook over a chain link.

,4. Never remove an identification tag frOm a chain.

5, Never decrease the angle between the legs and the horizontal.

6. Never set the load on the point of the crook.

7. Never use chain attachments which are not designed for the chain

to which they are attached.

4 9
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ACTIVIT/ 145, I

1. a., Th cleaning in a solvent solution

b. Insp ction of links with a magnifying g'ass.

c'. Measerement of the chain's length for elongtion.

d, Check for. bent, twisted, or cracked links.

e. If a crack is suspected, the link is socked in oil and wiped dry.
Then a'coating of white chalk is put on the link. Oil will ooze
out of any crack and discolor the chalk',

f. A caliper is used to determine link wear at the points where links '

bear on each other.

4 ACTIVITY 1,6

1. They should be cleaned with a light solvent and wiped dry.

2. a. Every link is marked with an "A".

b. A tag listing the serial number of the chain and its'*txiMum
vertical load rating is attachedtopthe master link.

ACTIVITY 17

Any three.)

1. a. They are especially suitable for'loads that are abrasive, arehot,
or that would cut fabric slings and wire rope.

b. They conform readily to loads with irregular shapes.

c. They can withstand tmeperatures up 11Q4%5,000°F.

d. They resist corrosion, and will not kink or tangle.

2. a. They are inekpensisve.

b. They are lightweight.

c. They are superb for lifting polished metal.

3. a. Metal mesh.

ACTIVITY 18

1. _c. 14e only in environments below 180°F.

2., They should never be *overloaded.
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